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METHOD FOR ASSEMBLING A 
REINFORCED VINYL-BACKED CARPET 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates broadly to the manufacture 
of vinyl-backed ?oor coverings and more particularly to a 
process of assembling a ?oor covering having a vinyl layer 
intermediate a Woven or tufted carpet layer and a backing 
layer. 

Carpet is manufactured through a series of separate pro 
cesses that are typically carried out on separate manufac 
turing lines. A ?rst line is used to produce a carpet material 
that is formed either by Weaving teXtile yams to form a 
Woven layer or by attaching tufts of teXtile material to a 
Woven primary backing. In either case, a thin polymeric 
locking layer is coated to the backside. The output of this 
process is an unbacked or un?nished carpet material, Which 
is then Wound into a roll and transferred to a second 
processing line. In the second processing line, a layer of 
vinyl material is added to the back of the carpet to ?ll the 
voids in and betWeen the ?bers and to provide a uniform 
surface for attachment of a backing layer. This vinyl layer is 
typically formed by applying an uncured layer of vinyl on a 
belt, pressing the unbacked carpet material onto the vinyl 
sheet and passing the assembly through an oven to cure the 
vinyl layer in place. Once the vinyl layer has been cured, the 
carpet/vinyl is separated from the belt and again Wound into 
a roll for transfer to a third processing line Where a backing 
layer is adhered to the vinyl layer. 

This typical manufacturing process is highly inef?cient in 
that it requires a separate process line for the vinyl casting 
process. In addition, the method used to apply the vinyl layer 
requires the use of a relatively thick layer of vinyl. The cost 
of virgin vinyl is such that a reduction in the thickness of this 
layer Would result in a signi?cant overall cost reduction for 
the ?nal product. 

It is therefore highly desirable to incorporate a vinyl 
casting process that Would reduce the amount of virgin vinyl 
required to manufacture the carpet product and that Would 
eliminate the need for a separate vinyl casting processing 
line. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an objective of the present invention to 
provide a method of assembling a vinyl-backed ?oor cov 
ering Wherein the ?nishing sub-processes are joined in a 
single continuous production line. 

It is another objective of the present invention to provide 
a method of ?nishing a vinyl-backed carpet product With a 
reduced virgin vinyl material content. 

It is yet another objective of the present invention to 
provide an improved method of applying a reinforced layer 
of vinyl plastisol or other polymeric material to a teXtile 
sheet. 

ToWard these ends, a method of assembling a ?oor 
covering according to the present invention comprises pro 
viding a carpet layer having teXtile ?bers de?ning an upper 
surface and having an opposing carpet layer back surface. 
The method further comprises forming a vinyl layer on the 
carpet layer back surface and adhering a backing layer to the 
vinyl layer, the backing layer having a front backing surface 
for adhering to the vinyl layer and an opposing rear backing 
surface. According to this method, the carpet layer is pro 
vided as a continuous sheet and the steps of forming a vinyl 
layer and adhering a backing layer are performed on the 
carpet layer in a continuous manner in a single carpet 
?nishing line. 
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2 
A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to the 

present invention may further comprise the step of applying 
an adhesive to the rear backing surface, Wherein this step is 
performed in a continuous manner in the single carpet 
?nishing line. The adhesive is preferably an oleophobic 
pressure sensitive adhesive. Where an adhesive is applied, it 
is preferred that the method further include the step of 
applying a release cover over the adhesive to prevent 
inadvertent adhesion of the adhesive prior to installation of 
the ?oor covering. 
A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to the 

present invention may comprise the step of applying a 
barrier layer to the rear backing surface, the barrier layer 
having an upper barrier surface adjacent the rear backing 
surface and a loWer barrier surface. The barrier layer is 
effective for substantially inhibiting migration of moisture 
from a substrate into the backing layer and for substantially 
inhibiting migration of backing constituents from the back 
ing to the substrate. The method may further comprise 
applying an adhesive to the rear barrier surface. The barrier 
surface in this variation Would be effective for substantially 
inhibiting migration of backing constituents from the back 
ing to the adhesive. 
The carpet layer in a method of assembling a ?oor 

covering according to the present invention may include a 
resin composition layer having a front resin surface adhered 
to at least a portion of the teXtile ?bers and an opposing back 
resin surface. The carpet layer may include a primary 
backing to Which the teXtile ?bers are attached, the resin 
composition layer being formed so as to lock the textile 
?bers to the primary backing. Alternatively, the teXtile ?bers 
of the carpet layer may be con?gured as interWoven Warp 
and Weft yarns Which form a Woven carpet fabric having a 
traffic surface and an opposing rear fabric surface. The Warp 
and Weft yarns of the Woven carpet fabric de?ne interstices 
therebetWeen. The resin composition layer is preferably 
formed on the rear fabric surface so that a portion of the resin 
composition layer occupies at least a portion of the inter 
stices. 

In a preferred method of assembling a ?oor covering 
according to the present invention, the step of forming a 
vinyl layer includes continuously moving the carpet layer 
through a vinyl application station. This method further 
includes depositing a ?rst portion of uncured vinyl material 
on the carpet layer back surface and spreading the ?rst 
portion of uncured vinyl material across the carpet layer 
back surface. The method also includes the step of estab 
lishing a substantially uniform predetermined thickness of 
the vinyl layer. The step of establishing a substantially 
uniform predetermined thickness preferably includes pass 
ing the carpet layer through means for removing eXcess 
vinyl material and controlling the thickness of the vinyl 
layer. The step of establishing a substantially uniform pre 
determined thickness may include passing the carpet layer 
betWeen a thickness control roller and a base surface in a 
predetermined direction. The thickness control roller is 
con?gured for engaging and spreading the vinyl material 
across the carpet layer back surface to provide a substan 
tially uniform vinyl layer. The control roller layer has an 
outer surface, a portion of Which is in contact With the vinyl 
material and preferably is rotated at a predetermined rate in 
a direction such that the portion of the control roller surface 
in contact With the vinyl material moves in a direction 
opposite to the predetermined direction of motion of the 
carpet layer. 
The step of forming a vinyl layer in a method of assem 

bling a ?oor covering according to the present invention 
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may include applying a scrim sheet over the ?rst portion of 
uncured vinyl material spread on the carpet layer back 
surface and depositing a second portion of uncured vinyl 
material over the scrim sheet. 

The step of forming a vinyl layer in a method of assem 
bling a ?oor covering according to the present invention 
preferably further includes heating the uncured vinyl mate 
rial to a temperature above the cure temperature of the vinyl 
material to cure the vinyl layer and permanently adhere the 
vinyl layer to the carpet layer back surface. 

The vinyl layer formed in the methods according to the 
present invention is preferably formed from a polyvinyl 
chloride plastisol material. 
An illustrative method of assembling a ?oor covering 

according to the present invention comprises providing a 
carpet layer having textile ?bers de?ning an upper surface 
and having an opposing carpet layer back surface. This 
illustrative method further comprises depositing a ?rst por 
tion of uncured vinyl material on the carpet layer back 
surface and spreading the ?rst portion of uncured vinyl 
material across the carpet layer back surface. The method 
still further comprises applying a scrim sheet over the ?rst 
portion of uncured vinyl material and depositing a second 
portion of uncured vinyl material over the scrim sheet. The 
carpet layer is then passed betWeen a thickness control roller 
and a base surface in a predetermined direction. The control 
roller has an outer surface, a portion of Which engages the 
second portion of uncured vinyl material. The control roller 
is rotated at a predetermined rate in a direction such that the 
portion of the control roller surface engaging the vinyl 
material moves in a direction opposite to the predetermined 
direction of motion of the carpet layer, thereby establishing 
a vinyl and scrim laminate having a substantially uniform 
thickness. The illustrative method also comprises heating 
the uncured vinyl material to a temperature above the cure 
temperature of the vinyl material to cure the vinyl and 
permanently adhere the vinyl and scrim laminate to the 
carpet layer back surface. A backing layer is adhered to the 
vinyl layer, the backing layer having a front backing surface 
for adhering to the vinyl layer and an opposing rear backing 
surface. The carpet layer is preferably provided as a con 
tinuous sheet and the steps of depositing a ?rst portion of 
uncured vinyl material, spreading the ?rst portion of 
uncured vinyl, applying a scrim sheet, depositing a second 
portion of uncured vinyl material, passing the carpet layer 
betWeen a thickness control roller and a base surface, 
heating the uncured vinyl material; and adhering a backing 
layer are preferably performed on the carpet layer in a 
continuous manner in a single carpet ?nishing line. 
A method of applying a polymeric material to a textile 

sheet having opposed ?rst and second surfaces according to 
the present invention comprises the steps of forming a 
plastisol from the polymeric material, depositing a ?rst 
portion of plastisol on the ?rst surface of the textile sheet and 
spreading the ?rst portion of plastisol across the ?rst surface 
of the textile sheet. The textile sheet is passed betWeen a 
thickness control roller and a base surface in a predeter 
mined direction. The control roller has an outer surface, a 
portion of Which engages the plastisol. The control roller is 
rotated at a predetermined rate in a direction such that the 
portion of the control roller surface engaging the plastisol 
moves in a direction opposite to the predetermined direction 
of motion of the textile sheet, thereby establishing a layer of 
polymeric material having a substantially uniform thickness. 
The method preferably further comprises the step of heating 
the plastisol to a temperature above the cure temperature of 
the polymeric material to cure the polymeric material and 
permanently adhere the polymeric material to the textile 
sheet. 
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A method of forming a laminate having a textile sheet 

With opposing ?rst and second surfaces, a ?rst polymeric 
composition layer adhered thereto, a reinforcement sheet 
and a second polymeric composition layer according to the 
present invention comprises the steps of forming a plastisol 
including at least one polymeric resin material and depos 
iting a ?rst portion of plastisol on the ?rst surface of the 
textile sheet. The method further comprises applying a 
reinforcement sheet over the ?rst portion of plastisol and 
depositing a second portion of plastisol over the reinforce 
ment sheet. The textile sheet is passed betWeen a thickness 
control roller and a base surface in a predetermined direc 
tion. The control roller has an outer surface, a portion of 
Which engages the second portion of plastisol. The control 
roller is rotated at a predetermined rate in a direction such 
that the portion of the control roller surface engaging the 
plastisol moves in a direction opposite to the predetermined 
direction of motion of the textile sheet, thereby establishing 
a substantially uniform overall thickness of the laminate. 
The method preferably further comprises the step of heating 
the plastisol to a temperature above the cure temperature of 
the polymeric material to cure the polymeric material and 
permanently adhere the polymeric material to the textile 
sheet. The reinforcement sheet in a laminate formed by this 
method may be a ?berglass scrim material. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional illustration of a carpet product 
that may be assembled using the method of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of a process according 
to the present invention; and 

FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of a vinyl layer appli 
cation station that may be used in the process illustrated in 
FIG. 2. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The present invention is directed to a method for produc 
ing a ?nished vinyl-backed carpet. This method uses a 
single, continuous process line for forming a vinyl layer on 
and adhering a backing layer to a pre-coated, unbacked 
carpet material. FIG. 1 illustrates a typical tufted carpet 
product 40 as produced by this method. The carpet product 
40 has a series of ?ber tufts 41 attached to a Woven primary 
backing 43. An optional pre-coat layer 44 serves to lock the 
?ber tufts 41 to the primary backing 43. A pair of vinyl 
layers 46, 48 surrounding a scrim material 21 is formed on 
the back of the pre-coat layer 44. The vinyl layer or layers 
is typically formed from a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plas 
tisol material. In an alternative embodiment, the scrim 21 is 
not used, in Which case the second vinyl layer 48 is applied 
directly to the ?rst vinyl layer 46, essentially forming a 
single vinyl layer. A secondary backing 27 is adhered to the 
back of the second vinyl layer 48. An optional adhesive layer 
31 With a releasable cover sheet 37 may be adhered to the 
bottom of the backing layer. 

The method of the present invention may be used With 
either tufted or Woven carpet materials. A Woven carpet 
product assembled using a method according to the present 
invention Would have a series of Warp and Weft yarns 
forming a Woven carpet fabric. A pre-coat layer preferably 
occupies at least a portion of the interstices formed by the 
Warp and Weft yarns. BeloW the pre-coat layer, the layup for 
the Woven carpet is essentially the same as for the tufted 
carpet. 
The scrim 21 reinforces the vinyl layers 46, 48 and 

provides dimensional stability to the ?nished carpet product. 
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The scrim 21 is typically a ?berglass sheet material but may 
be formed from other materials as Well. The bene?ts of the 
scrim 21 are obtained by encapsulating the scrim 21 Within 
the vinyl layers 46, 48 of the carpet. The overall thickness 
of the combined vinyl layers 46, 48 need be no greater than 
that Which is required to encapsulate the scrim 21 and to 
provide a substantially smooth, even surface for adhering 
the backing layer 27. 

The method of the present invention incorporates a vinyl 
layer application process that involves applying a predeter 
mined amount of vinyl material directly to the back of the 
pre-coated carpet starting material. This application process 
alloWs the formation of a uniform vinyl layer that is thinner 
than layers obtainable through the use of present processes. 
This alloWs the production of a ?nished carpet that has a 
loWer virgin vinyl material content than previous products. 
In addition, the neW process eliminates the need for a 
separate curing process for the vinyl layer, Which in turn 
facilitates the integration of tWo formerly separate process 
lines. 

While the folloWing description Will discuss the invention 
as it relates to un?nished carpet, one skilled in the art Will 
understand that the vinyl application process described is 
applicable to other sheet materials on Which a thin, control 
lable vinyl layer is desired. The application process may also 
be used to apply other materials other than PVC to carpets 
or other sheet materials. 

With reference noW to FIG. 2, there is shoWn a schematic 
diagram of a processing line 10 used to perform a process in 
accordance With the present invention. Un?nished carpet 
material 11 is taken from a roll 12 and passed through a vinyl 
application station 14 Where vinyl and, if desired, a sheet of 
scrim material 21 are applied to form a carpet/vinyl laminate 
11a. The carpet/vinyl laminate 11a is passed through an 
oven 26 to cure the vinyl layer in place. A radiant heater 29 
is then used to heat the vinyl layer so that a backing material 
27 can be adhered thereto using the rollers 30. An adhesive 
may be added to the backed carpet 11b using adhesive 
applicator 32. The adhesive is then dried in a dryer 35 to 
form an adhesive backed carpet 11c. A releasable plastic 
cover sheet 37 is applied. After passing around a cooling 
drum 38, the ?nished carpet product 11a' is gathered into a 
?nished carpet roll 40. 

The process of the present invention Will noW be dis 
cussed in more detail. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the un?nished 
carpet starting material 11 is typically provided in the form 
of a roll 12. In order to maintain a continuous process, the 
free end of material 11 of a neW roll 12 is attached to the 
trailing end of the material 11 from a previous roll 12. After 
attachment, the material 11 is gathered in a J-boX or other 
material accumulator (not shoWn) to assure that the process 
may continue uninterrupted When the neW roll of material 11 
is attached. 

Although the un?nished carpet starting material 11 may 
be used in an uncoated state, it is typically provided With a 
resin composition pre-coat layer adhered to the back of the 
material. As noted above, in a tufted carpet material, the 
pre-coat layer serves to lock the tufts to a Woven primary 
backing. In a Woven carpet material, the resin composition 
pre-coat layer may be formulated to penetrate the interstices 
of the Woven material and encapsulate portions of the Woven 
?bers as described in US. patent application Ser. No. 
09/368,983 (the “’983 application”), Which is incorporated 
by reference herein in its entirety. The pre-coat material may 
be ethylene vinyl acetate, PVC, styrene acrylic or other resin 
compositions such as those disclosed in the ’983 Applica 
tion. 
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In a preferred embodiment, the pre-coat layer is applied to 

the un?nished carpet material in a separate process line. It 
Will be understood by those having ordinary skill in the art, 
that the application of the pre-coat could also be made a part 
of the process line of FIG. 2. 
The carpet material 11 is continuously removed from the 

accumulator and fed to the vinyl application station 14. 
Heretofore, it has been necessary to apply at least the 
majority of the vinyl layers in an indirect manner. 
Speci?cally, in the old process, uncured virgin vinyl material 
is deposited on a continuous casting belt and formed into a 
substantially uniform layer by passing the belt beneath a 
straight-edged doctor blade. The doctor blade spreads the 
material and establishes the initial layer thickness. Asheet of 
scrim is then laid on top of the ?rst vinyl layer. More vinyl 
is then deposited on top of the scrim and the material again 
passed beneath a doctor blade to spread the material into a 
second uniform layer. Importantly, the thicknesses of the 
tWo vinyl layers must be great enough that the scrim material 
is not torn or deformed When the material is passed under the 
doctor blade. After application of the second vinyl layer, the 
un?nished carpet material is laid on top of the vinyl/scrim 
layers and the combined materials are passed through a pair 
of rollers to press them together to form a single laminate. 
If desired, the pre-coated back of the un?nished carpet 
material may be coated With a third layer of vinyl prior to 
laying it on top of the vinyl/scrim layers. The vinyl-backed 
carpet is then passed through a curing oven to cure the vinyl 
in place. As the carpet eXits the curing oven, it is cooled and 
separated from the belt. The vinyl layer releases from the 
belt and remains adhered to the back of the carpet. The 
carpet is then Wound into a roll and transported to a ?nishing 
line Where the vinyl is reheated for application of a backing 
layer. 
The old method has several distinct disadvantages. First, 

it requires the use of a casting belt that must be coated With 
Te?on® or similar material to alloW the release of the vinyl 
from the belt after it has been cast and cured. Second, the old 
method of vinyl application required that the thicknesses of 
the vinyl layer be greater than Would otherWise be required. 
Smaller thicknesses cannot be produced because of the 
likelihood of damage to the scrim. In addition, When con 
trolled by the use of a doctor blade, thickness uniformity 
decreases as thinner layers are produced. 
The method according to the present invention eliminates 

the need for application of the vinyl to a belt and does not 
use a doctor blade for layer thickness control. In the present 
method, the vinyl layer is applied directly to the back of the 
carpet. 

Referring noW to FIG. 3, the vinyl layer applicator station 
14 is con?gured to apply a layer of vinyl on the back of the 
carpet With an encapsulated scrim sheet if desired. The 
direction of motion of the carpet layer 11 is illustrated by 
arroWs 13. The vinyl is applied in tWo stages. A ?rst vinyl 
portion is applied using a pan applicator 19 having an 
application roller 16. The application roller 16 is positioned 
so that as the roller 16 rotates, it collects the PVC plastisol 
material 17 from a pan 18. The carpet is fed into the pan 
applicator 19 so that the application roller 16 contacts the 
back of the carpet and deposits the vinyl material thereon. 
The amount of vinyl deposited is determined by the viscos 
ity of the vinyl material, the speed of passage of the carpet 
material 11 and. the rotation speed of the application roller 
16. The carpet is then passed over a press bar 20 that 
removes eXcess vinyl material and establishes a substantially 
uniform thickness. This initial application of vinyl may also 
be accomplished using other forms of applicators knoWn in 
the art. 
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The carpet material 11 is then passed between a thickness 
control roller 50 and a conveying roller 52. The conveying 
roller 52 is in contact With the traf?c face side of the carpet 
material 11 and rotates in the direction of motion of the 
carpet material 11 through the applicator 14. The thickness 
control roller 50 is used to remove eXcess vinyl material and 
precisely control the thickness of the vinyl layer. The 
thickness control roller 50 is precisely counter-balanced to 
“?oat” over the vinyl material to establish the desired layer 
thickness. It has been found that a high degree of control and 
consequent thickness uniformity can be achieved by rotating 
the control roller 50 at a predetermined rate in the direction 
51 opposite to the direction 13 of movement of the carpet 
material 11. This Was a surprising result and contrary to prior 
practice in similar uses of such rollers. The desirable rate of 
rotation of the control roller 50 may vary With the vinyl 
viscosity, the desired layer thickness and the speed at Which 
the carpet layer is moved past the control roller 50. 

It Will be understood by those having ordinary skill in the 
art that the conveying roller 52 provides a base surface to 
assure that the control roller 50 provides a uniform desired 
thickness. Other methods of providing a smooth, ?at base 
surface may be used Without departing from the scope of the 
present invention. 

If desired, additional vinyl may be applied at a secondary 
application station 24 just upstream of the control roller 50. 
The secondary application station 24 can include an addi 
tional pan applicator or standard direct applicator heads. The 
additional vinyl applicator 24 is particularly signi?cant 
When it is desired to encapsulate a sheet of scrim 21 Within 
the vinyl layer. As shoWn in FIG. 3, a sheet of scrim 21 is 
taken off a roll 22 and is contacted to the back of the carpet 
material 111 on Which the ?rst portion of vinyl has been 
deposited. The secondary applicator 24 then deposits a 
second portion of vinyl over the scrim 21. The carpet 
material is then passed betWeen the thickness control roller 
50 and the conveying roller 52. 
As previously noted, the thickness of the ?nal vinyl layer 

need be no greater than that Which is required to encapsulate 
the scrim and to provide a substantially smooth, even surface 
for adhering a backing layer. The location of the scrim 21 
Within the overall vinyl layer is not signi?cant as long as 
there is suf?cient vinyl material to facilitate bonding of the 
backing layer to the carpet. Thus, the thickness of the vinyl 
layers 46, 48 on either side of the scrim 21 need not be 
precisely controlled. The use of the thickness control roller 
50 alloWs the overall thickness of the combined vinyl and 
scrim laminate to be uniformly maintained While maintain 
ing complete encapsulation of the scrim 21 and Without 
damaging or distorting the scrim 21. 
A typical overall Weight of vinyl used in the above 

described method is about 37 ounces per square yard of 
carpet. To achieve this overall Weight, the ?rst vinyl layer 
can be formed from about 5 to 20 ounces of vinyl per square 
yard of carpet material. The second vinyl layer Would 
therefore vary from about 17 to 32 ounces per square yard. 
For comparison, the process constraints of the belt casting 
method force typically require the use of at least 45 ounces 
of vinyl per square yard. Accordingly, a typical carpet 
formed using the present method has 15—20% less virgin 
vinyl than typical carpets formed using previous methods. 

Once the vinyl layers have been applied to the back of the 
carpet, the carpet is routed through a curing device 26 for 
curing the vinyl layer. The curing device 26 may be a heater, 
oven, or other curing means knoWn to those skilled in the art. 
The curing device is preferably an oven set at a temperature 
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8 
suf?cient to cure the vinyl layer for further processing of the 
carpet. The temperature required is a function of the vinyl 
layer thickness, the length of the oven and the rate at Which 
the carpet is passed through the oven. Any combination that 
assures that the entire vinyl layer eXceeds its cure tempera 
ture may be used. In one illustrative embodiment, the 
vinyl-backed carpet material 11a is placed on a belt and 
passed through an oven at a temperature of 400° F. in order 
to cure the vinyl material, Which is a plastisol having a cure 
temperature in the range of about 340—360° F. 

It Will be understood that because the method of the 
present invention results in a thinner vinyl layer, there is a 
signi?cant reduction in the energy required for curing the 
vinyl material. This provides added environmental and cost 
saving bene?ts. 
When the carpet material 11a eXits the curing device 26, 

a backing 27 is applied to the vinyl layer. This is preferably 
accomplished by heating the surface of the vinyl layer using 
a radiant infrared heater 29 and contacting the backing 27 to 
the vinyl layer. The surface of the backing 27 may also be 
heated prior to adhering the backing 27 to the vinyl layer. 
The carpet material 11a and the backing 27 are then pressed 
together by a pair of rollers 30 to form a backed carpet 
material 11b. The rollers 30 apply suf?cient pressure to 
assure secure adhesion of the backing layer 27 to the 
preheated vinyl layer. 

The backing 27 may be a padded (i.e., foamed) or a 
non-padded vinyl-based material of any construction suit 
able for use With rolled or tiled carpet products. One 
preferred backing layer is formed from recycled Waste 
polymeric material as described in US. Pat. Nos. 5,728,741; 
5,855,981; and 5, 914,343, each of Which is incorporated by 
reference herein in its entirety. The backing 27 is typically 
manufactured in a separate line and supplied to the present 
carpet ?nishing line in the form of a roll 28. 

Additional layers may then be applied to the backed 
carpet material 11b. If desired, an adhesive may be applied 
to the carpet backing layer using an adhesive applicator 32. 
The adhesive applicator 32 typically has a roller 34 that 
applies the adhesive to the carpet back. The adhesive may be 
a pressure sensitive or other adhesive suitable for carpet 
applications. The adhesive is preferably an oleophobic adhe 
sive. As used herein the term “oleophobic” means the 
adhesive is resistant to the adverse effects of plasticiZer 
migration. Suitable pressure sensitive oleophobic adhesives 
are described in US. Pat. No. 4,849,267, Which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference in its entirety. 
As an alternative to using a plasticiZer-resistant adhesive, 

it may be desirable to apply a plasticiZer-resistant barrier 
layer to the backed carpet 11b prior to the application of the 
adhesive layer. Such a barrier layer is desirable because it 
prevents migration of plasticiZer out of the backing layer and 
also prevents moisture from penetrating into the backing 
layer from a substrate. Suitable barrier layer materials are 
described in detail in US. patent application Ser. No. 
09/637,408. 

Once the adhesive layer has been applied to the backed 
carpet 11b, the carpet 11b is passed through a dryer 35. In 
one embodiment, the dryer is an oven set at a temperature 
suf?cient to drive Water from the adhesive layer. Typically, 
the temperature of the oven is above about 200° F. Other 
embodiments may use infrared heaters or convection fans. 

When the adhesive-backed carpet 11c eXits the dryer 35, 
a releasable plastic sheet 36 is preferably applied over the 
adhesive layer. The ?nished carpet 11a' is then passed over 
a cooling drum 38 and taken up into a roll 40. 
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The resulting carpet product 11d has a thin, uniform vinyl 
layer With a lower virgin vinyl material content than carpet 
products produced using prior methods. In addition, in the 
?nishing method of the present invention, the entire ?nish 
ing process is accomplished in a single manufacturing line. 

It Will be readily understood by those persons skilled in 
the art that the present invention is susceptible to broad 
utility and application. Many embodiments and adaptations 
of the present invention other than those herein described, as 
Well as many variations, modi?cations and equivalent 
arrangement, Will be apparent from or reasonably suggested 
by the present invention and the foregoing description 
Without departing from the substance or scope of the present 
invention. 

Accordingly, While the present invention has been 
described in detail in relation to its preferred embodiment, it 
is to be understood that this disclosure is only illustrative and 
exemplary of the present invention and is made merely for 
purposes of providing a full and enabling disclosure of the 
invention. The foregoing disclosure is not intended to be 
construed to limit the present invention or otherWise eXclude 
any other embodiments, adaptations, variations, modi?ca 
tions or equivalent arrangements, the present invention 
being limited only by the claims and the equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of assembling a ?oor covering comprising 

the steps of: 
providing a carpet layer having teXtile ?bers de?ning an 

upper surface and having an opposing carpet layer back 
surface; 

forming a vinyl layer on the carpet layer back surface; and 
adhering a pre-formed polymeric backing layer to the 

vinyl layer, the pre-formed polymeric backing layer 
having a front backing surface for adhering to the vinyl 
layer and an opposing rear backing surface 

Wherein the carpet layer is provided as a continuous sheet 
and the steps of forming a vinyl layer and adhering a 
pre-formed polymeric backing layer are performed on 
the carpet layer in a continuous manner in a single 
carpet ?nishing line, and Wherein the step of forming a 
vinyl layer includes the folloWing sequence of steps 
depositing a ?rst portion of uncured vinyl material on 

the carpet layer back surface; 
spreading the ?rst portion of uncured vinyl material 

across the carpet layer back surface to form the vinyl 
layer; and 

passing the carpet layer and the vinyl layer betWeen a 
thickness control roller and a base surface in a 
predetermined direction, the control roller having an 
outer surface, a portion of Which engages the vinyl 
layer, the control roller being rotated at a predeter 
mined rate in a direction such that the portion of the 
control roller surface engaging the vinyl material 
moves in a direction opposite to the predetermined 
direction of motion of the carpet layer thereby estab 
lishing a substantially uniform vinyl layer thickness. 

2. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 1 further comprising the step of applying an adhesive 
to the rear backing surface, Wherein the step of applying an 
adhesive is performed in a continuous manner in the single 
carpet ?nishing line. 

3. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 2 Wherein the adhesive is an oleophobic pressure 
sensitive adhesive. 

4. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 2 furtherer comprising the step of applying a release 

10 
cover over the adhesive to prevent inadvertent adhesion of 
the adhesive prior to installation of the ?oor covering. 

5. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

5 applying a barrier layer to the rear backing surface, the 
barrier layer having an upper barrier surface adjacent 
the rear backing surface and a loWer barrier surface; 
and 

applying an adhesive to the rear barrier surface; 
Wherein the barrier layer is effective for substantially 

inhibiting migration of moisture from a substrate into 
the pre-formed polymeric backing layer and for sub 
stantially inhibiting migration of backing constituents 
from the pre-formed polymeric backing layer to the 
substrate. 

6. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 5 further comprising the step of applying an adhesive 
to the rear barrier surface, Wherein the barrier layer is 
effective for substantially inhibiting migration of backing 
constituents from the backing to the adhesive. 

7. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 1 Wherein the carpet layer includes a resin composi 
tion layer having a front resin surface adhered to at least a 
portion of the teXtile ?bers and an opposing back resin 
surface. 

8. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 7 Wherein the carpet layer includes a primary backing 
to Which the teXtile ?bers are attached, the resin composition 
layer being formed so as to lock the teXtile ?bers to the 
primary backing. 

9. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 7 Wherein the teXtile ?bers are con?gured as interWo 
ven Warp and Weft yarns thereby forming a Woven carpet 
fabric having a traf?c surface and an opposing rear fabric 
surface, the Warp and Weft yarns de?ning interstices ther 
ebetWeen and Wherein the resin composition layer is formed 
on the rear fabric surface so that a portion of the resin 
composition layer occupies at least a portion of the inter 
stices. 

10. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 1 Wherein the step of forming a vinyl layer further 
includes: 

applying a scrim sheet over the ?rst portion of uncured 
vinyl material spread on the carpet layer back surface; 
and 

depositing a second portion of uncured vinyl material 
over the scrim sheet. 

11. Amethod of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 1 Wherein the step of forming a vinyl layer further 
includes: 

heating the uncured vinyl material to a temperature above 
the cure temperature of the vinyl material to cure the 
vinyl layer and permanently adhere the vinyl layer to 
the carpet layer back surface. 

12. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 1 Wherein the vinyl layer is formed from a polyvinyl 
chloride plastisol material. 

13. A method of assembling a ?oor covering comprising 
the steps of: 

providing a carpet layer having textile ?bers de?ning an 
upper surface and having an opposing carpet layer back 
surface; 

depositing a ?rst portion of uncured vinyl material on the 
carpet layer back surface; 

spreading the ?rst portion of uncured vinyl material 
across the carpet layer back surface; 

15 
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applying a scrim sheet over the ?rst portion of uncured 
vinyl material; 

depositing a second portion of uncured vinyl material 
over the scrirn sheet; 

passing the carpet layer With the ?rst and second portions 
of uncured vinyl material and the scrirn sheet applied 
thereto betWeen a thickness control roller and a base 
surface in a predetermined direction, the control roller 
having an outer surface, a portion of Which engages the 
second portion of uncured vinyl material, the control 
roller being rotated at a predetermined rate in a direc 
tion such that the portion of the control roller surface 
engaging the vinyl rnaterial moves in a direction oppo 
site to the predetermined direction of motion of the 
carpet layer thereby establishing a vinyl and scrirn 
larninate having a substantially uniform thickness; 

heating the uncured vinyl material to a temperature above 
the cure temperature of the vinyl material to cure the 
vinyl and permanently adhere the vinyl and scrirn 
laminate to the carpet layer back surface; and 

adhering a pre-forrned polyrneric backing layer to the 
vinyl layer, the pre-forrned polyrneric backing layer 
having a front backing surface for adhering to the vinyl 
layer and an opposing rear backing surface, 

Wherein the carpet layer is provided as a continuous sheet 
and the steps of depositing a ?rst portion, spreading the 
?rst portion, applying a scrirn sheet, depositing a sec 
ond portion, passing the carpet layer betWeen a thick 
ness control roller and a base surface, heating the 
uncured vinyl material, and adhering a pre-forrned 
polyrneric backing layer are performed on the carpet 
layer in a continuous manner in a single carpet ?nishing 
line. 

14. Arnethod of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 13 further comprising the step of applying an adhesive 
to the rear backing surface, Wherein the step of applying an 
adhesive is performed in a continuous manner in the single 
carpet ?nishing line. 

15. Arnethod of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 14 Wherein the adhesive is an oleophobic pressure 
sensitive adhesive. 

16. Arnethod of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 14 further comprising the step of applying a release 
cover over the adhesive to prevent inadvertent adhesion of 
the adhesive prior to installation of the ?oor covering. 

17. Arnethod of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 13 further comprising the step of: 

applying a barrier layer to the rear backing surface, the 
barrier layer having an upper barrier surface adjacent 
the rear backing surface and a loWer barrier surface; 
and 

applying an adhesive to the rear barrier surface; 
Wherein the barrier layer is effective for substantially 

inhibiting migration of moisture from a substrate into 
the pre-forrned polyrneric backing layer and for sub 
stantially inhibiting migration of backing constituents 
from the pre-forrned polyrneric backing layer to the 
substrate. 

18. Arnethod of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 17 further comprising the step of applying an adhesive 
to the rear barrier surface, Wherein the barrier layer is 
effective for substantially inhibiting migration of backing 
constituents from the backing to the adhesive. 

19. A method of assembling a ?oor covering comprising 
the steps of: 

providing a carpet layer having teXtile ?bers de?ning an 
upper surface and having an opposing carpet layer back 
surface; 

12 
forming a vinyl layer on the carpet layer back surface; and 
adhering a backing layer to the vinyl layer, the backing 

layer comprising a pre-forrned sheet formed at least in 
part from Waste polymeric material and having a front 
backing surface for adhering to the vinyl layer and an 
opposing rear backing surface; 

Wherein the carpet layer is provided as a continuous sheet 
and the steps of forming a vinyl layer and adhering a 
backing layer are performed on the carpet layer in a 
continuous manner in a single carpet ?nishing line, and 
Wherein the step of forming a vinyl layer includes the 
folloWing sequence of steps 
depositing a ?rst portion of uncured vinyl material on 

the carpet layer back surface; 
spreading the ?rst portion of uncured vinyl rnaterial 

across the carpet layer back surface to form the vinyl 
layer; and 

passing the carpet layer and the vinyl layer betWeen a 
thickness control roller and a base surface in a 
predetermined direction, the control roller having an 
outer surface, a portion of Which engages the vinyl 
layer, the control roller being rotated at a predeter 
rnined rate in a direction such that the portion of the 
control roller surface engaging the vinyl rnaterial 
moves in a direction opposite to the predetermined 
direction of motion of the carpet layer thereby estab 
lishing a substantially uniform vinyl layer thickness. 

20. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 19 further comprising the steps of: 
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30 
applying a barrier layer to the rear backing surface, the 

barrier layer having an upper barrier surface adjacent 
the rear backing surface and a loWer barrier surface; 
and 

35 applying an adhesive to the rear barrier surface; 

Wherein the barrier layer is effective for substantially 
inhibiting migration of moisture from a substrate into 
the backing layer and for substantially inhibiting migra 
tion of backing constituents from the backing layer to 
the substrate. 

21. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 19 Wherein the step of forming a vinyl layer further 
includes: 

40 

heating the uncured vinyl material to a temperature above 
the cure temperature of the vinyl material to cure the 
vinyl layer and permanently adhere the vinyl layer to 
the carpet layer back surface. 

22. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 19 Wherein the step of forming a vinyl layer further 
includes prior to the step of passing the carpet layer and the 
vinyl layer betWeen a thickness control roller and a base 
surface: 

applying a scrirn sheet over the ?rst portion of uncured 
55 vinyl material; and 

depositing a second portion of uncured vinyl material 
over the scrirn sheet. 

23. A method of assembling a ?oor covering according to 
claim 22 Wherein the step of forming a vinyl layer further 

60 includes: 

heating the ?rst and second portions of uncured vinyl 
material to a temperature above the cure temperature of 
the vinyl material to cure the vinyl layer and perrna 
nently adhere the vinyl layer to the carpet layer back 

65 surface. 


